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welcome
Hi, we are so glad you have chosen Just Nevaeh to capture your big
day. This welcome guide may just be the most formal you will get
from us. We are so down to earth and want to make this journey
with you simple. 

With so much to do to create regardless of size, the smallest to the
biggest wedding needs your full attention, so we do not want to add
to your list, but ensure you can tick off photography. 

YOUR BOOKED 
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Side note don't read that and don't ask me about it.

about us
m e e t  J u s t  N e v a e h  

Phone: 44+7940499934
Email: contact@justnevaeh.com

CONTACT INFO:

Sophia & Michael
100+ Clients

20+ Years Media Experience

Insured

Satisfaction rate: 98% (cannot please everyone)

What do you need to know about us apart from knowing that we love what we do
and every single client that books with us, we are forever grateful and aim to capture
your day for a life-time of views, but everybody know you need an About You section,
so here's some background about us. We are grandparents to two adorable boys, we
are parents to 4 wonderful children. Sophia is scared of heights and Michael is a man
cave DJ. As a couple Sophia and Michael have been doing wedding photography for
over 9 years and been in media for over 20 years. These years of experience has not
only given us a great amount of skills to ensure your day will be captured beautifully
but it has built a wealth of people skills that every wedding photographer cannot be
without. 

Website: www.justnevaeh.com/weddings
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what to expect

On the day we will be ready to capture everything we gave discussed
and more, but what about after. We will look through your images, 
 remove the blurry one eye squinty images and send you a preview
within 7 days. We will then complete your full gallery and have your
private gallery sent via email for download within 21 days of your
wedding. If you have order prints and a album this will be 8 weeks
after your selection.

AFTER THE BIG DAY

Your deposit has secured your date.
We are locked in.  If for any reason
dates need to be changed we
advise getting in-touch as soon as
possible to ensure we are available
for the new date. If no change, 
it's all systems go.
 

DEPOSIT

This is your  Digital Welcome pack. This is not a copy and paste product. We
have thought long and hard about what we wanted to say, after we did our
happy dance that you have booked us. We realise that no matter how many
times we are booked, each client is unique and we are grateful that you have
chosen us for your special occasion so welcome to Just Nevaeh.

Our goal is to ensure that right up to your big day and after, our
communication will be transparent, our work will be our best yet and you will
be in safe hands.

WELCOME

Once your plans are more concrete,
we will need to meet up preferably in
person and with both Bride and
Groom to-be, to go into more details
and to complete your time-line. 
From you date we recommend 
from April and not later than June.

MEET UPS
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package details
Pre-wedding meeting or Zoom/Phone
to discuss 
Typical coverage from ceremony to
speeches.
Travel up to 100 miles from B70 450+
200 + Full resolution digital files via
digital download from anywhere in the
world from your secure online digital
gallery
Video slide of wedding day
photography highlights.
10% of photography product i.e album,
canvas framed images

During the booking stage you may have a
very clear idea of what service you want,
and find later you would like to add
somethings. If you find this is the case
please ensure that any down grades are
done within one month of booking and
any up grades are done with a minimum
of two months before your wedding date.
Then your contact will be amend as
confirmation.

YOUR PACKAGE

UP-GRADES OR DOWN-GRADE

Our Prints and Album are made to order
abroad. We allow our clients to select
images from their private gallery portal to
create each photography product. 

ALBUMS & PRINTS
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Sample Timeline
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11:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
3:30
4:30
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

Getting ready and detail photos
First look and couple photos (optional)
Ceremony
Wedding party photos
Cocktail hour 
Grand entrance
Dinner begins
Speeches, first dance
Cake cutting, bouquet & garter toss
Dance party
Grand exit

BRIDE

Note: Depending on the time of the year, we can plan
a quick golden hour shoot for your couple photos.



The details shot.
You have probably spent hours and hours carefully picking
various details of your wedding and we enjoy photographing
them as part of your day's story! Please gather all of your
wedding details and have them available for us to shoot when we
arrive. After greeting you, we'll begin taking detail photographs
while your hair and makeup are being done. We suggest
gathering these items in a box ahead of time.

Quick tip: If you want clutter-free images, designate a room or
a section of the room as the bag area and keep most of your
belongings there.



The  Space 

After your venue and ceremony area, the getting
ready space is the most important location on your
wedding day. It's where you'll spend the morning
with your wedding party, getting ready and having
photographs taken. When picking a location for
getting ready, look for an open space with plenty of
natural light. Consider renting out a lovely Airbnb or
boutique hotel room if the space provided by your
venue does not seem to be a suitable fit.



The  details 
Shoes
The rings
All other jewelry
Headpieces
Perfume
Bouquet
Garters/handkerchiefs
Pretty Dress Hanger
Wedding stationary with
envelopes i.e. invitations,
programs, thank you cards.

Shoes
Pocket square / Tie / Bowtie
Belt
Socks (If patterned)
Aftershave
Cufflinks
Watch

Vow Books
Ring Box
Any other special details

FOR THE BRIDE:

FOR THE GROOM:

OTHER:



Getting Ready
We like to capture your excitement and emotion while you prepare — those
priceless moments with your bridesmaids, mother, sister, or anyone else who
is assisting you. These photographs usually end up being our favourites. It's
also where we begin to make our connections with your bridal party leading
up to the wedding.

This part is primarily candids. However, we try to make sure everyone is
mostly ready before we start photographing. You probably don't want a photo
of yourself with half-done makeup or hair. This goes for you to hubby to be.

You'll want to ensure that you're getting ready in a way that you'd want to be
captured in photos. It's absolutely up to you how you go about doing so. For
some brides, having their bridal party wear matching outfits is the way to go.
Others would think of it as giving everyone a customised shirt or robe to wear
while getting their hair and makeup done. After all, you're not just making
memories on your wedding day; you're also preserving them. 



The Ceremony
We do. This is the moment you've been looking forward to. It's easy to get
caught up in all the preparations and stress but remember the most
important thing is that this is the beginning of your lives together as a
married couple the vows and promised made are the only moment that
actual matter. Savour this moment! 

Depending on the ceremony they last approximately 30 minutes to an hour.

Two important tips that we have, are asking your officiant to announce that
you will have the first kiss (you'll be surprised) then moving out of the way
before the first kiss so they aren't in the background of the photo and holding
your kiss longer than usual for lots of shots!  

I know I know we have to request. 





but we're awkard in photos..
That’s one of the most common worries
we hear. When this concern is brought
up, it typically means "I've never had
professional photos taken before" or "I'm
awkward/nervous in front of the
camera" will always answer this concern  
with "It doesn't matter!"  Because
contrary to belief your wedding photos
are not just to capture some beautiful
picture, but for freeze a moment in time
that belongs to you. So be yourself we
will help with the rest. 

You won't be stiffly posed or nervously
standing in an uncomfortable position
long enough to wonder what your
hands are meant to do. Expect to be
reminded of the power and beauty of
your love story by laughing until it hurts
and running around like weirdos. We
will never try to change you into
something you aren't; instead, We will
give you the freedom to be the fullest
version of yourself because we believe
that's where beautiful imagery emerges. 

You'll leave with hundreds of
photographs capturing your love for
each other. Believe us when we say
you're going to look amazing!

Be yourself



The Wedding Party
It's time for the wedding party pictures and as much as your guests
have come to support you on this special day , people do not like to
be waiting around and we need to think about the older generation.
 So our aim will be take the main group photos first then dwindle
down and only have the couple remaining. 

It's important to ensure that we know the full dynamic o family set
up so there are no awkward call outs.

Also major thing to point out here, everyone will want to pull out
their phone to take photo's which we love because some moments
are needed from another view line. BUT.....you have paid us to do a
job so we allow your guest-to take their photos then request that
they don't while we take ours, thats why we start with group photos
and send them on their way :-)  



You've done it! Woohoo! You’re married, it's time
to celebrate! we'll shoot some candid and group
shots during the reception, so if you have any
friends or extended family members you need
photos with, now is the time! During the reception,
a lot of things happen and we'll photograph
everything. You have the freedom to make the
reception your own! The possibilities are endless!

The Reception

Here are the usual reception events:

grand entrance
toasts
first dance
parent dances
bouquet toss
garter toss
cake cutting
grand exit
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Here's our shot list
getting ready

dress
suit
shoes
jewellery
bouquet
boutonnieres
rings
invitations
getting makeup done
putting on wedding attire
putting on jewellery
putting on shoes
candids of everyone ceremony

ceremony venue & details
everyone walking down the aisle
each partner's reaction
exchanging of rings
reading of vows
first kiss
guests

family

Every family situation is different.
Please prepare a list of family
combinations that you want
photographed.

bridal party

each side separately
individual photos
entire party

the couple

shot of rings
individual photos
couple together

reception

grand entrance
cake
decorations
guests interactions
toasts & speeches
first dance
parent dances
guests dancing
cake cutting
bouquet toss
garter toss
grand exit



more Stuff
£99

PRE WEDDING PHOTOSHOOT 
Like an engagement shoot also helps
you getting to see us in action before the
big day. Free with our £780 and above
package. No obligation

£200LOVE STORY VIDEO

Ask us for details. contact@justnevaeh.com

A beautiful way to reflect on your relation
and bring right up-to the reason why we
are here YOUR WEDDING DAY.
After your reminiscence down memory
love lane we ask you to both write a little
message to share on the day so we can
capture and connect the moment.



Testimonials

Rich & Becky

"Wow I didn even know that
had happened!

Michael and Sophia are like magicians
they seem to be different places all at
once, capturing absolutely everything.

Akvile & Mark

"I was a nervous wreck."

Every one complimenting  how well
you  work as a team you have become 
 apart of the our wedding stories.

Amanda & Simeon

"Highly recommend."

I will be sharing  your details for a
lifetime

Elaine & Paul

"Looking back"

I didn't think I'd enjoy looking back at
my photos like this. I'm actually the
person that goes, "have you seen our
wedding photos" when guests come
over lol



thank you
We cant wait to capture your day. But thank you for asking.
If you have any question please do hesitate to get in touch.

Sophia & Michael
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